POORNA PRAJNA INSTITUTE OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
Udupi Admar Mutt Education Foundation, No. 4, Sadashivnagar, Bangalore 560 080

POORNA PRAJNA POST-DOCTORAL RESEARCH POSITIONS

POORNA PRAJNA INSTITUTE OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH has been established by the Admar Mutt Education Foundation. This Foundation is a trust sponsored by the Admar Mutt Education Council, a registered Society, wholly devoted to the cause of Education. The Society is presently running 20 Poorna Prajna Education Institutions which have earned a name for themselves for providing quality education at school and college levels. The Poorna Prajna Institute of Scientific Research will be home for pursuit of internationally competitive research in basic sciences, an area of India's recognized strength. The Advisory Committee for the Institute comprises eminent scientists of our country.

Applications as well as nominations are invited for the award of four prestigious Post-Doctoral Research positions to work in any of the following disciplines:

1. Mathematics;
2. Theoretical Studies in Physics, Chemistry or Biology;
3. Materials Science;
4. Information Science.

Candidates, less than 35 years in age, with doctorate degrees and some post-doctoral experience, are eligible. These positions initially carry a consolidated monthly stipend of Rs 14,000. In addition, an allowance of Rs 1,000 per month will be given towards accommodation. The tenure of all four positions will be one year, extendable for two more years after review of research performance at the end of each year. The stipend will be raised by Rs 1,000 per month after every year of acceptable performance.

The selected candidates will be associated with eminent professors at other leading institutions in Bangalore until the necessary infrastructure becomes available at the Poorna Prajna Institute.

APPLICATIONS are to be submitted to the Hon. Director, Poorna Prajna Institute of Scientific Research, Admar Mutt Education Foundation, No. 4, Sadashivnagar, Bangalore 560 080 latest by 30 June 2000. There is no prescribed form. Applications/nominations are to be accompanied by bio-data containing all essential information such as name & address, date of birth, marital status, educational qualifications (mention University and grade or % marks obtained) from the SSLC level to doctorate (specialization in any of the disciplines mentioned above), academic distinctions, research publications/reports, synopsis of Ph D thesis and reprints of up to 5 best publications, names of two referees closely acquainted with the research of the applicant/nominee and any other relevant information.

Those candidates who had previously applied but have not been selected are welcome to apply once again with updated bio-data and other particulars.

Merit will be the sole criterion for selection and those with the brightest track record only may apply/be nominated.